The unique combination of atomic-scale composition measurements, employing atom probe tomography, atomic structure determination with picometer resolution by aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy, and atomistic simulations reveals site-specific linear segregation features at grain boundary facet junctions. More specific, an asymmetric line segregation along one particular type of facet junction core, instead of a homogeneous decoration of the facet planes, is observed. Molecular-statics calculations show that this segregation pattern is a consequence of the interplay between the asymmetric core structure and its corresponding local strain state. Our results contrast with the classical view of a homogeneous decoration of the facet planes and evidence a complex segregation patterning.
The unique combination of atomic-scale composition measurements, employing atom probe tomography, atomic structure determination with picometer resolution by aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy, and atomistic simulations reveals site-specific linear segregation features at grain boundary facet junctions. More specific, an asymmetric line segregation along one particular type of facet junction core, instead of a homogeneous decoration of the facet planes, is observed. Molecular-statics calculations show that this segregation pattern is a consequence of the interplay between the asymmetric core structure and its corresponding local strain state. Our results contrast with the classical view of a homogeneous decoration of the facet planes and evidence a complex segregation patterning. Grain boundaries (GB) are one of the most prominent defects in materials influencing many of their properties [1] . In materials containing more than one element, grain boundaries are usually decorated by solutes, an effect that alters their properties substantially. In the past decades, atomic resolution microscopy techniques have provided new insights into the formation of regular segregation patterns at grain boundaries in metallic and oxide materials [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . These observations go beyond the classical thermodynamic description of interfacial segregation and provide a connection between the structural complexity of the interface and the atomistic arrangement of solutes and impurities segregated to it [7] . In McLean type segregation it is assumed that monolayer or submonolayer coverage of a grain boundary is occurring without any structural change and atomic interactions of the solute atoms [8] . It has recently been established that grain boundaries can not only be structurally and chemically different from bulk phases but also transform between different states, termed complexions or interphase phases [9] [10] [11] [12] . Their phase behavior can have a dramatic impact on materials properties as observed by the formation of bi-or even trilayers of solutes at interfaces [11, 13] . Typically, these atomic scale segregation patterns are established at planar interfaces but in real materials grain boundaries often possess complex 3D topologies, consisting of a sequence of small facets with alternating local plane normal as drawn in Fig. 1(a) , each with a specific atomic arrangement [14] [15] [16] . Faceting transitions at grain boundaries are commonly observed in a multitude of material systems impacting their properties such as grain boundary mobility, which is a crucial parameter for material processing [17] [18] [19] . Recent atomistic investigations emphasize the impact of facet junctions on the evolution of the overall facet morphology, adding another level of complexity to these interfaces [16] . However, a direct link between the segregation behavior and the complex topology of faceted boundaries is still missing.
To advance our understanding of the interplay between interface structure and composition at the highest possible precision, we performed a systematic structural and compositional analysis of faceted GBs in multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si) by correlating atom probe tomography (APT) and aberration-corrected high angle annular darkfield scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) [20] . The experimental observations are completed by atomistic calculations combining density functional theory (DFT) with modified embedded atom method (MEAM) potentials, thereby providing a complete picture of segregation at topologically complex interfaces. The majority of large-angle grain boundaries in mc-Si are P 3, P 9, and P 27 coincident-site lattice (CSL) tilt boundaries with h110i tilt axis (Fig. S1 [21] ). Details on the mc-Si material and elemental concentrations are described in Ref. [26] . Recently, it was established that impurity elements tend to segregate to low-and high-angle GBs in mono-like and mc-Si [27, 28] . However, these boundaries are often observed to dissociate into low-energy, near CSL facets and are thus an ideal template basis to study segregation effects at faceted interfaces [29] .
In this study we show that solute segregation occurs at the linear intersections or junctions of sequential GB facets and not at the averaged planar structure of the GB or at the facets themselves as illustrated in the schematic of Fig. 1(a) . Only one particular type of facet junction that is embedded between coherent and incoherent grain boundary segments is found to be a preferred segregation site for carbon (C), iron (Fe), and nitrogen (N). This leads to an asymmetric segregation pattern with respect to the facet structure, where solutes form segregation lines at facet junctions. Atomistic calculations establish a link between the local core structure and strain state of individual facet junctions and their related segregation tendency. The linear nature of this segregation phenomenon is in complete contrast to the generally assumed and often observed planar segregation pattern formation at grain boundaries [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
The atomic structure of a faceted P 9 GB was directly obtained in an APT specimen via preceding STEM imaging subsequently followed by APT characterization to extract the 3D elemental distribution of the same feature. The sideprojection of the reconstructed APT data set is superimposed onto the annular bright-field (ABF) STEM image of the needle shaped specimen shown in Fig. 1(b) . The common h110i tilt axis of both grains and the retained structural elements in the APT data are used to precisely coalign the tomographic reconstruction and the electron micrograph [30] . As seen in the STEM images, the faceted grain boundary is composed of long incoherent P 9f114g segments (∼48 nm) and short coherent P 9f122g interfaces (10-20 nm). The facet segments are linked by two types of linear facet junctions (I) and (II) shown schematically in Fig. 1(a) . A set of isodensity surfaces encompassing regions containing over 0.15 C þ FeN at=nm 3 (blue) is superimposed onto the atom map to highlight the location of high impurity concentrations of C, Fe, and N. These segregation lines have a spacing of ∼49 nm that perfectly corresponds to the separation distance of the facet junctions (II). The scatter of solute atoms perpendicular to the line segregation is related to deviations in the field evaporation behavior at the facet junctions, compromising the lateral resolution of the atom probe reconstruction [31] . A set of lattice planes in the vicinity of the GB is resolved in the APT data for both adjacent grains, which reproduces the shape of the faceted interface; see Figs. 1(c) and 1(d). The atomic structure resolved by HAADF-STEM of the very same GB junction is illustrated in Fig. 1(d) . The structural units of the GB are retained nearly completely up to the facet junction in both cases and the main difference arises in the core structures of the two types of junctions ( Fig. S2 [21] ). Strain sensitive STEM imaging ( Fig. S3 [21] ) indicates an increased strain at facet junction (II) suggesting that the local atomic reconstruction at the facet junction core play a decisive role in this segregation phenomenon.
This asymmetric line segregation was also studied at faceted P 3 grain boundaries with h110i tilt axis, since they are the most common grain boundary type present. The STEM and APT specimens were prepared in a single process to ensure that the distance between the probed areas remains in the range of a few μm to maintain similar atomic interface structure [26] . The specimens contain two grains separated by a faceted P 3 tilt GB perpendicular to the main specimen axis. The high detection efficiency of the LEAP 5000 APT microscope enables us to detect trace impurities in the range of 30 ppm for the interface region which translates to only 2 ppm for the probed sample volume. It is worth mentioning that the macroscopic description using a specific P grain boundary type, is not describing the atomic arrangement at a local scale. Still, for simplicity and comparison with literature we use the wording of a faceted P grain boundary. First, the atomic structure of a faceted P 3 interface was characterized by HAADF-STEM as illustrated in Fig. 2 . The main part of the GB is composed of two types of facets; the shorter segments are coherent P 3f111g facets, whereas the longer segments are incoherent P 3 facets with a GB plane close to f112g, as seen in Fig. 2 . The contrast in the corresponding low angle annular dark-field (LAADF) STEM micrograph in Fig. 2(b) visualizes the strain state present at the interface [32] . Strikingly, and at first glance unexpectedly, the strain state is not symmetrical at the two ends of the facets. GB planes correspond to those described in literature [33, 34] . The length of both facets varies along the GB in the range of 5-40 nm and the trace of the global GB plane describes a slight curvature (Fig. S4 [21] ). The incoherent f112g segments adopt an asymmetric reconstruction as seen in the slight rotation of the blue colored Si dumbbells. This is induced by finite size effects leading to a lateral displacement of the f111g planes ( Fig. S5 and S6 [21] ) [35] . This offset of lattice planes is of a general nature and also observed at faceted metallic grain boundaries and originates from a competition between the energy cost associated with the plane offsets and elastic contributions favoring straight lattice planes [14, 36] . Similar to the P 9 interface, two different types of linear junctions exist, referred to as (I) and (II), respectively, as shown in Fig. 2(c) . Junction (I) and the structural unit of P 3f112g are nearly identical, only one of the blue colored Si dumbbells is replaced by a single atomic column. In contrast, the P 3f112g motif is not retained in junction (II) and the atomic columns are densely packed, thus indicating the localization of compressive strain.
The same linear segregation pattern is found for the faceted P 3 interface as seen by the atomic distributions in a needle-shaped specimen illustrated in Fig. 3 . The volume in Fig. 3(a) is viewed along the common tilt axis of both grains. In this projection the GB is aligned "edge-on" and lattice planes are resolved in each grain [31] , as illustrated in the magnified subvolume in Fig. 3(b) . Within the GB region (green box), we reveal the preferential segregation of C, Fe, and N, in the form of nine lines, similar to those observed for the P 9 GB. The 3D impurity map in Fig. 3(c) shows that these segregation lines are almost parallel and extend through the entire reconstructed volume. The projected impurity density along the line axis is shown in Fig. 3(d) , where nine peaks with a near-Gaussian shape are observed. The trace of the peaks describes a slight curvature following the overall curvature of the GB, and the distance among adjacent peaks is 8 AE 2 nm. The density profile of the middle segregation line has a slightly asymmetric full width at half maximum (ω 1 ¼ 1.3 nm, ω 1 ¼ 1.6 nm), which is likely related to the anisotropic spatial resolution of APT. 28 C þ ions and 26 FeN 2þ ions were detected within a volume of 10 × 10 × 80 nm 3 . With the knowledge of the one-to-one correlation described previously for the faceted P 9 GB, the arrangement and size of these lines strongly indicates that also here segregation is linked to the linear intersection of two grain boundary facets. Observation of the f111g planes in the APT reconstruction reveals that the segregation line is only located at facet junction (II) [ Fig. 3(b) ]. The separation distance of the linear intersections as determined by APT PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 121, 015702 (2018) 015702-3 of 8 AE 2 nm is in excellent agreement with measurements from the STEM images of Fig. 2 ranging between 8 and 13 nm. The atomistic origins and junction core effects of this asymmetric line segregation are explored by atomistic calculations employing a MEAM potential as shown in Fig. 4 . The faceted grain boundary (Fig. 4) represents the lowest energy configuration for this dissociated interface and the incoherent P 3f112g facets adopt an asymmetric reconstruction similar to that observed in the HAADF-STEM images of Fig. 2 . The complex atomic strain state at the faceted grain boundary is illustrated in Fig. 4(a) , where regions colored in red are under tensile strain and in blue under compressive strain, respectively. The distribution of compressive and tensile regions along the incoherent P 3f112g facets is in agreement with calculations obtained for a similar, planar P 3f112g interface [37] . The C concentration, integrated in a cylindrical region with 0.5 nm FWHM, at the faceted interface with respect to the average concentration in the bulk (c 0 ) at 300 K is shown in Fig. 4(b) . Interestingly, the highest relative C concentration is found in the vicinity of facet junction (II) and is a factor of 10 times higher with respect to the bulk and more than twice as high as for facet junction (I). This asymmetric C distribution is in excellent agreement with experimental results and is attributed to the core structure and strain of the facet junctions, as can be seen in the inset of Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). In Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), experimentally obtained core structures of facet junction (I) and (II) are contrasted with the atomic strain determined from simulations. In facet junction (I), the majority of Si atoms in the junction core are under tensile strain [ Fig. 4(c) ], whereas in facet junction (II) the Si atoms are under largest compression [ Fig. 4(d) ]. This strain asymmetry at the facet junction cores originates from the disruption caused by the f111g twin segment, leading to an amplification of compressive strains in facet junction (II), which in turn favors C segregation. Hence, the preferential segregation of C into the facet junction type (II) is directly connected to the underlying differences in junction core structure and the evolution of highest compressive strains. This observation also aligns with simulations of C segregation at different CSL GBs in Si, where it was found that the segregation free energy correlates with the hydrostatic pressure of all compressive sites within a GB [37] .
The asymmetric segregation of Fe to facet junction (II) can be rationalized in terms of local bonding of interstitial Fe atoms to regions with strongly distorted Si bonds [38] [39] [40] . In similar grain boundary structures, it is found that the most preferable binding sites for Fe are fivefold coordinated Si atoms [38] . These configurations exhibit the lowest binding energies and are found in symmetric P 3f112g segments, whereas bonding to the asymmetric f112g interface is less preferred. Other observations suggest that interstitial Fe atoms also contribute to a strain relaxation that alters the spin energy of the local grain boundary defects [39] . Transferring these observations to the segregation of Fe to the present facet junction cores leads to the following conclusion: the Si triple column arrangement in the core of facet junction (II) [see Figs. 2(c) and 4(d)] provides preferred binding sites for Fe due to the presence of over-coordinated Si atoms. According to Ziebarth et al. [38] , this promotes a nonspin polarized configuration of Fe and bond formation with neighboring Si atoms is possible. Along the facet junction core (II), every second Si atom is fivefold coordinated, which directly explains the obtained Fe atom density within the segregation lines [21] . This trapping of Fe impurity atoms into the facet junctions reduces their contribution to charge carrier recombination in the bulk and might have important implications on the electrical activity of mc-Si devices.
In conclusion, we observed a novel asymmetric segregation phenomenon at particular linear junctions of faceted GBs in mc-Si. By correlating atomic resolution HAADF-STEM with APT we resolved the atomic structure together with the local chemistry of the interfaces at the same specimen positions. The formation of segregation lines along facet junctions with highest compressive strain is observed, following the faceted structure of the grain boundaries. Solute segregation to only one type of facet junction is rationalized by atomistic calculations. The local differences in atomic arrangements at the core structure of the facet junctions and the associated compressive strain, which is experimentally and theoretically resolved, are responsible for this novel segregation behavior. These findings go beyond the classical picture of planar McLean type segregation found in many bicrystal experiments and emphasize that the complex topology of interfaces in real materials plays a decisive role in the segregation behavior of interfaces. This, in turn, can have a tremendous effect on, e.g., the coarsening characteristics and transport properties of polycrystalline materials.
